
Characters D6 / Moff Jerr Uhlmann (Human Imperial Moff)

Moff Jerr Uhlmann

Moff Jerr Uhlmann is a heavy set man in his mid fifties born on the Colony

world of Semicle. Uhlmann enrolled in the Imperial Academy on his 18th 

birthday and then was enlisted into the Imperial Navy as a TIE coordinator

on board a Carrack light cruiser (not that there's many TIEs to coordinate

on a Carrack). After five years, he applied for an officer position and was

promoted to Ensign and served at various posts on various smaller capital

ships. Eventually he was awarded his own command onboard the Corellian 

gunship Nefarious IV. By the age of 39, Uhlmann was finally awarded command

of an Imperial-class Star Destroyer (long before the Imperial-II line began

to see construction) and the rank of Line Captain then eventually the rank

of Admiral and command of the newly formed Palvar Sector Force.

His first order as commander of the Palvar Sector Force was to go and 

actually bring the sector under Imperial rule. When the first Imperial 

forces entered the Palvar Sector, they met with harsh resistance at the 

planet Kelroy. The Kelroy Navy, though small, put up a fierce fight, 

destroying an Imperial dreadnaught and numerous TIE fighters before finally 

being defeated. Admiral Uhlmann, instead of launching the standard ground 

assault or orbital bombardment, took advantage of a natural weapon. Altering

the course of a comet by nearly sixty degrees by useof several explosives 

and disposable thrusters placed on the comet itself, Uhlmann sent the comet 

on a direct path toward Kelroy. He quickly set up a blockade of the planet, 

shut off all outside communications, and assigned a full Imperial escort 

line to the comet. Five months and several attempts by the Kelroy to escape 

the planet later, the comet (nicknamed Justice by the Imperials assigned to 

escort it) plunged through Kelroy's atmosphere, impacting on the shore of 

one of Kelroy's ten continents instantly leveling several thousand square 

kilometers and sending a massive tidal wave several kilometers tall across 

the vast ocean and flooding out the planet's smallest continent completely. 

A thick dust cloud quickly descended over the planet and within two months, 

all life on the planet was dead. Other systems, fearing a similar fate, all

gave into Imperial rule. Uhlmann was promoted to Moff and given full

authority over the sector.

After the Battle of Endor, Uhlmann kept the Palvar Sector under strict 

Imperial rule, continually fighting off a New Republic task force assigned

to the sector. Then, around five years after Palpatine's death, Grand 



Admiral Thrawn sent out the call to all loyal Imperials to aid in a massive

campaign against the New Republic. Uhlmann sent nearly 75% of his forces to

aid Thrawn's campaign, but opted to remain and watch over his sector. Within

a week, many of the systems went into full rebellion. Without adequate

forces to put them all down, Uhlmann was forced to sit by and watch as 

nearly the entire sector went independent and two systems joined the New

Republic. He managed to keep control of the systems immediately surrounding

his main base at Delfii and eventually opened trade with Kashan, resupplying

his forces himself since the Imperial supply lines to the sector had dried

up.

Type: Imperial Moff

Species: Human

Gender: Male

Height: 1.74 meters

Weight: 203 lbs

Age: 56

DEXTERITY: 3D

        Blaster: 4D

        Dodge: 5D

KNOWLEDGE: 4D

        Alien Species: 5D

        Bureaucracy: Empire: 8D

        Cultures: 4D+2

        Intimidation: 6D

        Languages: 5D

        Law Enforcement: Empire: 5D

        Planetary Systems: 7D

        Tactics: 5D

                (S) Fleets: 10D

        Willpower: 6D+1

MECHANICAL: 2D

PERCEPTION: 4D

        Bargain: 5D

        Command: 6D

                (S) Imperial Forces: 10D

        Con: 7D

        Hide: 5D

        Investigation: 7D

        Persuasion: 6D

        Search: 4D+2

STRENGTH: 3D

TECHNICAL: 2D



Move: 10

Force Sensitive: No

Force Points: 2

Dark Side Points: 8

Character Points: 23 
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